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PetWant W8 dog and cat fountain/ drinker

PetWant W8 dog and cat water fountain/ drinker
Provide your pet with constant access to fresh, clean water. The PetWant W8 drinker offers a 4-stage filtration system, so it effectively
eliminates various types of impurities. At the same time, the device works extremely quietly and is very easy to clean, and high-grade
304 stainless steel is used for its construction.
 
Large capacity
PetWant drinker is distinguished by its capacity of up to 3 liters, so you do not need to refill it too often. In the case of adult cats, this
amount of water is enough for up to 8-12 days! So you can without fear go to work, go to an all-night party or go away for the weekend -
your pet will not lack anything.
 
High quality workmanship, easy cleaning
The fountain is made of high-quality materials, such as 304 stainless steel, which is safe for pets and does not contain harmful BPA. It is
also  distinguished by  its  high  durability  and resistance  to  damage,  such  as  scratches.  What's  more,  cleaning  the  device  will  not  be  a
problem for you - thanks to its modular design, you can easily disassemble it and wash it in the dishwasher (without the pump and filter).
 
Quiet operation
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Do  not  be  afraid  that  the  drinker  will  generate  annoying  noise.  The  W8  model  is  equipped  with  a  new  and  improved  pump  that  is
energy-efficient and works extremely quietly. As a result, you don't have to worry that the device will disturb you or startle your pet!
 
4-stage filtration
Take care of your pet's health and be sure that the water he drinks is completely clean and safe. The PetWant drinker uses a 4-stage
filtration system that consists of a layer of cotton, activated carbon, ion exchange resin and a stone filter. It also has a special sponge
that traps hair, dirt and food particles. All this makes the W8 fountain reliably eliminates unpleasant odors, softens water and removes
impurities. Note: it is recommended to change the filter at least once every 2-4 weeks.
 
 
ManufacturerPetWantNamePet  Water  FountainModelW8Capacity3  lPower  supplyUSB  5  V  1  ARated  power1,5  WMaterialPP  +  stainless
steel (SU304)Dimensions228 x 228 x 124 mmWeightApproximately 0.72 kgApplicationFor cats and small dogs

Preço:

€ 23.51

Casa inteligente, Intelligent animal devices
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